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On the heels of her family’s beloved dog’s death, one woman returns to the canines of her past
in order to imagine the human she hopes to become in the future in her memoir, What Is a Dog?
Chloe Shaw is in a dog house of her own choosing. A married mother with kids, the death of
Booker, her children’s eldest family pet, has left her reeling and reckoning with her lifelong
relationship with dogs. Unable to shake the feeling a year later, she asks her family for some
time alone to be with nothing but her thoughts and remaining canines, Safari and Otter—only to
find the dogs of her past pawing at her every memory and running, sticks in mouths, back into
her life.What follows is a meditation on one woman’s life through the dogs she's loved and lost.
Since she was a child, Shaw had learned to escape the hardest parts of being human by
immersing herself in the lives of her canine companions, an adaptive attachment that carried her
to adulthood. Yet, in marriage and motherhood, Shaw finds herself facing her most human
struggles yet. Her old ways of “being the dog” in the face of hardship prove destructive, and it’s
not until she’s able to love herself and learn from the dogs of her past and present that can she
truly thrive as a person, and show up for the family who needs her to be their person.With artful
prose and a philosophical touch, Shaw takes us on an emotional journey anyone who has ever
loved and lost a dog will connect with—and discovers dogs do more than just make our lives
better—they quietly (and sometimes loudly) pull us boldly toward the person we were always
meant to be.
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notify the publisher at: .To the dogsThis is a work of memory. This is an act of love. As such, it
comes from my mind, my heart, only. Though I did confer with certain individuals on specific
dates and details when necessary, the words, feelings, and interpretations—as meant with the
dogs—are all my own.May 2015I was lying on the cool black-and-white tile of our kitchen floor,
resting my head on Booker’s huge, hairy chest. It was late. The house was quiet. He smelled like
cinnamon rolls baking in a barn. I smelled like dog.I went to visit Booker’s nook of the room often,
lying along the side of his beige orthopedic mattress, which sat these days more like a hospice
bed rolled into the heart of our home. At fifteen years old—your nineties if you’re a dog, and a
big, big dog at that—he had trouble walking, trouble even getting up. For two years, my husband,
Matt, and I had been using a harness, which had become a part of him, warmed from the inside
out like his fur, to lift him—an act that at some times took on acrobatic grace and at others
reminded me of the shame my elderly grandparents showed when they started needing similar
help. It’s about time to wash it again, I was thinking, his smell now more barn than pastry. As we
moved him he licked us as if to say, That hurts, or Thank you, or It’s going to be okay. It was a
glossy, bleak place at which to have arrived, but there we were every day, trying to figure out if he
was ready to die and, if he was, whether we were ready to let him. What do you know about
death, dog?“You’ll know,” people told us. “Animals have their ways. He’ll tell you when it’s
time.”As I stood in the kitchen washing the dishes at night or packing lunches in the morning,
looking over at his bed amid the maze of cheap rugs we lined the slippery floor with so that he
could navigate the path to his food bowl and the outside, I wondered, Does he still want to be
here? Somewhere down under the sleek white poof of his skull, is he scared? These thoughts
would fill up a good part of me until finally I’d cue up “The Only Thing” by Sufjan Stevens so that I
could cry—sometimes in private, thinking I might upset Booker, and sometimes with my whole
body on top of his. Fur, wet and matted where my face pressed in.Explaining Booker’s health to
our human kids was complicated—yes, he was still with us, and yet a great big part of him was
already gone. Historically, the sound of the back door opening had sent Booker leaping up and
out onto the lawn. Now he didn’t even flinch. His eyebrows quivered in mild recognition of the
pressure change, but his body held firm to the floor. Was it his heart that had turned? Matt had
the remarkable capacity to approach Booker with the same big grin no matter how Booker
responded. I feel like even the dog knew my smile was pretend. Or was it my heart that had
turned? Was this feeling proof that it had started making space for the hurt where only love had
been?Nine years. Nine years since I’d met Booker and Matt on that downy path in the woods.
Nine years I’d been feeling myself walk farther away from my old, broken selves toward the



woman I’d hoped might be out there. For nearly a third of my life I’d been Mom to this bucking,
benevolent beast, several years even before I had human children of my own. Before kids
begged me for more milk, more love, more “Baby Beluga,” I had Booker begging me for just ten
more minutes in the woods, Mom, please? Ten more minutes in this muddy glop? Before
panicked visits to pediatricians there were late-night visits to the vet—why won’t he open that
eye? Use that leg? What’s this lump on his head? Lying in bed at night, I couldn’t quite wrap my
mind around it: the dog that had brought Matt and me together was the same dog who might
now be looking to us to bring him peace. How could the life that brought me peace be the thing
in question here?There was no baseline for canine happiness anymore. If a dog is a wolf whose
heart thumps toward something human, we didn’t know what the wolf or dog in him was telling
us. What if the wolf longed to slink off into the woods and die, but the dog still felt tethered to the
ache in our eyes, the way humans sometimes can’t die until their loved ones hop home for a
shower?I’d cried through the entire appointment when I’d last taken Booker to Heather, our vet. I
was too bewildered trying to answer her questions, too stuck in my heartsick search for clues.
On which side of comfortable was he? And how far?“Are you making your mom sad, big guy?”
she asked him, reaching into her white coat pocket, the one always filled with treats. “Why would
you do that?”He would have wagged at her if he could have, but he hadn’t been able to wag in
almost two years, having lost nerve control throughout his back end. It was what I imagined it
would be like to live with a person who’d lost the ability to smile. It wasn’t uncommon for us to
help him up and get him started toward the door, only to find that he’d pooped on his bed.“He’s
like a chicken,” I said to Matt one morning, trying to make light.“Yeah,” he said, “except those
aren’t eggs.”I’d become increasingly worried about what exactly Matt was taking in. Having
focused his life’s work on emotional transparency and presence and not relying on the seductive
trap of denial, this was the closest I’d seen him come to a defensive dismissal, greeting Booker
on his bed at the end of the day with cheer that suggested they might just as easily set out on a
five-mile run together like they used to. The at-home parent from the beginning, I’d been
Booker’s primary caretaker for eight years, feeding him, walking him, driving him to the vet. While
Matt was at work, I spent my days now buried in the nuts and bolts of canine geriatrics. He was
surely aware of Booker’s age and limitations, but as much as I wore these things like a layer of
burdensome skin, I worried about what he wasn’t facing in the inevitable loss of his old beloved.
It did feel like a gift my deep involvement could allow them: their time together could be solely
focused not on death, but on dog, man, friend.Herein lay the dilemma: In almost every way,
Booker was a hearty, healthy dog. But structurally, he was like a building whose central I-beam
had collapsed. There were times when he stood in one spot for long enough that his back end
sank so low he looked like a sea lion or furry mermaid out on the lawn. And so what we were
really wondering was whether he was happy even so—whether he’d still choose these physical
discomforts in exchange for more of life with us.I’d returned from that appointment preoccupied
by what he might begin telling me. Loss of appetite. Loss of interest. Loss of lakes reflected in his
eyes. But, happily, none of this was happening. He panted a lot, but it was spring—it was shifting



hotter. He stranded himself in all corners of the house and yard when his feet gave out on him
and he couldn’t pull himself back up. But when we found him, he licked us. He made his best
dog face. When he’d last jumped into his favorite lake, the one he’d jumped into for fifteen years,
he’d immediately started sinking, no longer able to swim. Matt and his brother David had had to
jump in and rescue him. But was it fair to say that he seemed happy for having tried? Within the
panic was there still the exquisite, cool smell of the lake?Finally, though, came the day when the
panting’s origin seemed to be not heat but preoccupation, misery maybe. It wasn’t that hot. Our
other dog, Safari, wasn’t panting. Like that—and without hesitation—I knew. Whether or not he
was telling me, I had come to the place where I was ready. As his human, I knew more than he
did. I knew the way to make it all better.When Matt came home, I tried to speak but cried
instead.“I think it’s time,” I finally got out.He cried so quickly I knew he thought so, too.I emailed
Heather and asked all kinds of questions. Would she come to the house? How does it work?
What would it look like? What do we do with Safari, whose lifeline for seven years had been this
magnificent dog? We felt lucky. She would come to us. She would give him a sedative first so
that he would fall asleep, then she would deliver the lethal injection. It could look like a lot of
things, but most often, it was peaceful. Safari shouldn’t be there for the procedure, but we should
let him visit Booker’s body once he was gone. Animals have their own way of acknowledging
death and their bond was so great there was worry Safari might otherwise spend the rest of his
life searching for his friend. But we should be prepared for anything. Safari might lie on top of him
and refuse to get up. He might hump him. He might have no interest in him at all.We set a date.
Saturday, June 20. My parents, who live nearby, would take my kids for the overnight before to
give Matt and Booker and Safari and me some time for our love, space for our sorrow. For a few
weeks, Matt and I talked more and more with our son, Jackson, five, and our daughter, Rae, two,
about how Booker wasn’t doing so well, he wasn’t as happy anymore, he was starting to fade.
We didn’t say sick, because what if they or we got sick? We tried to keep it vague but truthful and
not scary. Before I could acknowledge the scope of what was happening, I was standing at the
smoldering, bright epicenter of death—the planning for it, the anticipation of it, all the gold, gritty
details that come to define the echo-shaped absence of life—and I’d never done death before.
Which is not to say I’d never loved anyone who’d died. I’d just always kept those deaths, those
uncontainable losses, at an arm’s length, or a heart’s length, so as to feel them less. As much as
I could, I’d looked the other way. Not this time. This time was different.My children didn’t know it,
but Booker was the first dog of my adult life. He was the dog part of the marriage that had
patiently discovered in me a human I had yet to know, the one I’d been hiding from ever since I
first learned about dogs—and with them, the immediate, if unsustainable, interpretation that a
dog is a fine cocoon in which a human can grow. Though it would take years to see it, it wasn’t
until I had Booker as my steady witness, my driving muscle of dog love, that I started to
surrender to the frightening but worthwhile world of human love. He accompanied me in being
me when I’d always thought that being the dog was enough. So his death, like his life, was not
only gigantic—it was the first time I’d experienced the dog from the outside, as part of the vital



forces encouraging me to separate and grow. Out of gratitude and despair, I made Booker’s
death my full-time job. There was no alternative, mind or body. Soon I would have blisters from
spending the week digging a grave for him with Matt.“I just hope he doesn’t die,” my son said
one afternoon.I was relieved he’d said the word first and I didn’t have to.“Well, he’s going to die,” I
said. “We just don’t know when.”“Yeah, because everyone dies,” he said.“That’s true,” I
said.“When do you think I’ll die?” he asked me.I didn’t tell him that he’d already died a million
times in my head.“Not for a long, long time,” I said.“Do you think I’ll die before you?”“I don’t think
so, love.”“I think Moma’s going to die before both of us because her hair is the whitest.”Moma is
what he calls my mother.“Well, she’s also older than we are, so that would make sense, but I
don’t think she’s going to die anytime soon either. I think we’re all going to have a lot more fun
together.”“Yeah,” he said, but he had Jupiter Eyes, as he called them. They were far-off.That
afternoon, my daughter, who called Booker “Buh-ber,” pulled her tiny red rocking chair from the
living room into the kitchen, right up next to Booker’s bed. She didn’t say anything. She just
rocked, pushing her foot into the corner of his bed.It was the night before The Day, and Matt had
moved Booker’s bed into the living room. It was hot. Matt was sweaty from having just finished
digging the great hole into which, the next day, soon after eleven, Booker would go. During my
last digging shift, it had occurred to me that his grave was the size of a child’s and that he was
our baby, after all.Matt opened a beer, got down on the floor with his friend of fifteen elemental
years, and turned on Game of Thrones. I have a picture of them sitting there, from behind. For
that one moment, they were back to their essentials, the way they were before I met them, man
and beast, getting each other through another day of it. Matt periodically wept as Booker
seemed to vacillate between vast gratitude and panting discomfort.Afterward, Matt brought
Booker and me outside and took some pictures of us in the fading light, since I’m the one always
taking pictures. If dogs have their one person, Matt was certainly Booker’s, but I think I was a
close second. Actually, I think you could say that I was Booker’s mama, complete with rules and
regulations and ferocious, bone-crushing love. Matt was Booker’s one true friend—the one who
snuck him leftovers when Mama’s back was turned.The night ended quietly with lingering kisses
to Booker’s still-warm head. I looked at Safari as I went up for the night. He couldn’t know what
was to come, could he? We’re going to be okay, I told him, but I was crying. What did he make of
crying? Of butterflies? Stone walls? Dancing? God? Memory? Sex? Death? In Amy Gerstler’s
poem “The New Dog,” the new dog wonders, “Who’s the ghost in the universe behind its
existence, necessary to everything that happens? Is it the pajama-clad man offering a strip of
bacon in his frightening hand (who’ll take me to the park to play ball if he ever gets dressed)? Is
it his quiet, wet-eyed, egg-frying wife? Dear Lord, is it me?”I pictured the two of them spending
the night together on Booker’s bed—Booker, preparing for death, and so, preparing Safari for
life.Here’s how you fly, my friend. You get your running start just outside the cottage door and you
run batshit down the path, listening for them to say, Car! Car! but if they don’t, you just keep
fucking going. Slow down when you hit the top of the stairs on the other side of the road. If you
don’t, you’ll make an ass of yourself going tail-over-head all the way down to the water, which



I’ve never done, but the close calls stay with you. You could tear a leg, and I’ve torn two legs, and
you don’t want surgery no matter how nice they are to you in your shrunken cone-hole of a world
after. So, like I said, you’re doing a careful Steph Curry quick-step down the stairs, which will feel
funny, but funny is a human thing. Remember that. Either way, just get yourself there, to the hot,
splintery landing of the dock. Don’t be distracted by the little stone beach with the dead fish on it.
There’s time for dead fish later. Now is the time to run. If you stay the course on the wood to the
right, you’ll have a sharp left turn to make onto the dock. Maybe try to use your tail the way
cheetahs do, like a rudder. As you should on the stairs, keep a sane rate of speed here, but don’t
look like you’ve gone soft, like you’re not still the fastest fucking canine that’s ever come down
the runway. Which you aren’t, of course. I am. But, hey, you go, Dog. You’re almost there. Be the
rocket. Dig deep. Sink those fucking claws in. Your only job here is to run, run like the squirrels
when they hear Her let us out at dawn, though straighter. You’re almost at the end, and when you
get to the end, you’re going to lift off and jump all at once. Does that make sense? You want to
get up as high and out as far as you can. Ready? One, two, three …The morning was endless.
Matt and I paced about the house, as if movement would bring the hour of eleven closer, sooner,
but also, maybe, push it all the way back to never. Though I couldn’t yet fathom what we had to
survive to get there, and though we certainly weren’t ready to be without him, we were ready to
be on the other side of this. We were ready for him to be peaceful.After it dawned on me quite
suddenly that I’d put no thought into what would suffice as his last meal, I rummaged through the
refrigerator and came out with two hot dogs. Momentarily racked with guilt that I hadn’t prepared
a stuffed goose or filet mignon, I decided this was Fun Mom’s answer to a life spent saying no to
table scraps. The last great gift of junk. (Though I’m not sure hot dogs aren’t filet mignon to a
dog.)Heather and her vet tech, Lori, arrived. My stomach tingled in the excited way it had that
first day I met Man and Dog, but with a terrible dread shot through. I’d never hugged Heather or
Lori before, but that’s how we began. If vets have their secret favorites, Booker was one of
Heather’s. The sound of her voice usually made him bounce, but not today. Today he waited for
her to join him on the floor. I took a picture of them there together.Heather and Matt walked
Booker out to the back of our yard, where we’d laid the big blanket we’d wrap him in. I made sure
Safari was inside, then followed in the narrow path of everything right before me. There was no
broad, bird’s-eye view of this. It was too big. There was only the muffled immediacy of being
inside it. I was light. I was leaves. I was human. I was air.I arrived under the crabapple tree given
to us by our dear friend Dee when we moved here. Dee was one of Booker’s favorites, so it felt
good that she was somehow here with us—with him—too. Booker was on the ground, so we got
on the ground with him. He was panting hard. He must have known this backyard gathering was
unusual. The vet belonged in the vet place, not here. I held his paw. Matt scratched him the way
he always did, behind the ears.Matt and I cried from beginning to end. We watched him, kissed
him, held him, as his panting slowed and he gently lowered his head. That head had bones in it
you could cut stone with. That head got so hot by the summer lakes. I remember realizing as he
finally closed his eyes that I’d never see them again. Those enormous brown eyes filled with



goop and sun. When his heart stopped, he was on his side with his front paws arced up under
his chin like he was midleap from wherever he had been to wherever he meant to go.I didn’t
think he’d look much different once he was dead, but he did. I’d never seen anything so still. He
looked like a picture, like he was already a portrait memorialized on our wall. All the leaps those
legs took—up a ledge in the forest, off our back porch, out into the cold blue ripples of Keuka
Lake. I hoped to God, if there was a God, as he lay there that that was what was playing for him
against the pink-to-gray insides of his lids.I leaned in for a last kiss where I’ve kissed every beast
I’ve ever loved—right between the eyes, where what I’ve always called the Wild Eye is. It was so
hard to pull away from the only thing I’d ever watched die, the only beating thing I’d ever watched
stop.Then Matt let Safari out. We all stood back to give him room. When you live with dogs, you
learn their patterns. They famously thrive on a schedule. They find comfort in routine. But when
you live among dogs you must also be ready for the dog in the dog to step out and
surprise.Wagging softly, Safari walked right up to Booker’s face. Their noses touched. Then
Safari backed away and came over to us. We gave him a few supportive scratches. He trotted a
large circle around Booker’s body, returning once more to the place he’d licked a billion times,
the place he’d looked to most those seven years they’d had together for direction,
companionship, faith—Booker’s face. Their noses touched like strawberries on a shared stem. I
wondered if what he was doing was similar to what I’ve heard grief looks like in the world of wild
horses, that they gather to breathe deep, hot breaths over the dying horse’s muzzle. Then Safari
trotted back to us. He seemed neither anxious nor distraught. I thought this moment would break
him, because I thought it would break me. He wagged the low wag of acknowledgment, perhaps.
He seemed to understand. The only unusual behavior he exhibited was that for the first time
ever, he spent the entire afternoon on Booker’s bed.If only we humans were so lucky as to
mourn with such brazen immediacy. We so often instead hide our broken hearts in shame; a dog
becomes the broken heart.We hugged Heather and Lori again, wrapped Booker in the moving
blanket, and lowered him down. When the kids got home, we would find rocks to paint and place
over the spot where Booker now lay.A few hours later, my parents pulled up and chattily, busily
got the kids and the kids’ things out of the car so they could leave quickly and avoid crying
themselves. Right there on our back porch, where so often we’d sat with the dogs, watching the
hummingbirds zip through summer, we told Jackson and Rae that while they were at Moma and
Pa’s, Booker had died. At two, Rae knew the right face to make but not the corresponding
emotion. Jackson immediately announced that he was fine.“It’s okay to be sad,” we told him. “We
are so sad.”“I’m not sad at all,” he said.But after a pretty splendid tantrum, I got him in my arms
and hugged him until he collapsed into me with a sobbing-mad sadness. That night, we all slept
as if we had rocks on top of us.I woke the next morning too dark and early, too crippled by what
was real, what was lost, what remained, and, no matter the answers, by life’s savage demand
that we keep moving forward anyway.The Dog HouseI’ve begun thinking too early again and
now I’m up for the day, before the dogs even, the dark woods behind the house lighting up in
small patches, the sun trickling through, as if cued inside a theater. The fuzzy rays stretch to



reach between each plant and tree like the spindled haze of a spell. First the low ones—the ferns
and moss and prickly thickets—then each tree lights up for its own dramatic monologue, most
towering high above the white begonias the kids and I planted around Booker’s grave to mark
the first anniversary of his death.The Dog House is the name I’ve given our family home for my
one week alone with the animals. Despite the eighties sitcom references that might come to
mind, I’ve done nothing wrong to land here. In fact, being in this Dog House is a treasure. My
cats, Tito and Lolita; my dogs, Safari and Otter; and me. The kind of alone that is perfect. The
kind of alone where I can be less human for a while, more beast. This cockeyed human-to-
animal ratio is where I’ve learned to be most reliably me. Or, at least, I’ve always believed so.Our
yellow colonial just outside New Haven sits up on a small hill over a pretty busy country road,
though our life orients out back, where a couple of grassy acres meets a wild stretch of brook
and woods. Built in 1759, it was one of the first houses in the area. It has the expansive, buckled
floorboards; cupboards of warped old glass; and cooking hook in the fireplace to prove it. An
arborist who visited to assess the trees not long after we moved in determined that some of
them likely date from around that time, too. Sugar maples, three Japanese maples, and one
giant catalpa that grows its leaves out slowly all summer until they’re elephant ears. Since we
moved here in 2012, I’ve watched these trees in all kinds of storms, leaning into the weather, not
away from it, the way skyscrapers are built to move ever so slightly in order not to fall. I have
watched them do what trees do with the same quiet reverence with which I watched the
buildings of New York City as a child. For eighteen years, from the benches on the Brooklyn
Heights Promenade, I watched Manhattan, that dazzling crocodile, as it lit up and aged with me,
my architect father’s own neon thumbprint pulsing all over the city. Dad: preserver of old giants,
raiser-up of new ones. But these trees are my skyline now. They’ve dropped baby squirrels and
raccoons on us when their mothers went missing, as if to say, Your turn to mother the wild.It’s
been more than a decade (a decade of marriage and childbearing) since I’ve experienced this
kind of solitude—a decade since I’ve considered the meaning of Me without the perpetual
presence of Other. Who am I without my mother and father? My husband and children? My
family and friends? The treasured dog who shepherded me into adulthood with the unassuming
grace only an animal can muster? And why am I? The answers, I hope, are waiting for me
somewhere inside the days to come and the abiding, essential blankness of Alone. Yet who
knows how I’ll find them, locate the source of a life that has been so filled and now overwhelmed
with anxiety it’s hard to sleep, hard to be still, hard now to be even where I’ve always felt safest,
among the soft, oystered muzzles of dogs.One year has passed since Booker died, and I’m only
now stopping long enough to consider all that dog and death did to me—and for me. What life,
so far, has done. What I have, or have not, done in response. It’s the first time, for my humans, for
me, I’ve felt willing to try to shed the part of me that’s always gone dog instead of fully
embodying the human. What is a dog? What is a human? What is the meaning of one without
the other?Yet this solo mission means missing our family summer vacation—I won’t get to see
what tiny and giant leaps the kids might make on the lake this year; I won’t get to live out this



huge little part of their lives with them. So it’s with a heavy, pounding fist in my throat that I
choose Me over Them for a week. While I don’t want to miss a second with them, I feel I’ve
already missed too many years with me.Sometime deep and dark in my first night, I wake to find
that the house isn’t human or dog, but something else entirely: it’s the three a.m. house in my
head. I’ve had many houses in my head over the years. There was the house where my real
parents lived—not the ones I called Mom and Dad, who played the part so dutifully, but the long-
lost ones to whom I was convinced I must have once belonged, ones who had to feel and be
more like me. There was my fantasy house, designed at my dad’s drafting table, for my future
self: a farm full of horses on one side and an ocean full of whales on the other. And there was the
three a.m. house, the most dreaded house of all. Never loving or cozy, this house fills with horror
at the precise hour when my mind most often gets away from me, and away it goes. From my
bed, I carry out the exercise astronaut Chris Hadfield practices when pre-visualizing his next
stint in space. What’s the worst thing that can happen? he asks himself, before proceeding step
by step through the possibilities, patiently orchestrating fixes. I lie wide awake alone at the hour
of owls, blinking like one, or not blinking like one, but without the invigorating rodent appetite to
keep me company. But I’m not an owl—or an astronaut—and have the sour stomach of wanting
nothing but to sleep. I’m lit up with the dark part of solitude that’s always plagued me—the
terrifying feeling that there is nothing holding me but me. I’ve asked for this solitude, craved it
even—how else in a house full of humans to find the space to think?—but now I want nothing
more than to feel the oxytocin overload brought on by my husband’s radiant body when I reach
out my hand. I want my daughter to appear bedside, crazy haired, mid-dream, and ask to climb
in. I want my son to do the same.
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Recovery, Committed: Dispatches from a Psychiatrist in Training, On Animals, The Beauty of
Dusk: On Vision Lost and Found, The Council of Animals: A Novel, Never Simple: A Memoir



Rita Review, “For anyone that has ever loved a dog....or a writer. Chloe Shaw is an amazing
writer. I laughed, I cried. Her ability to express just what you were thinking and feeling in a given
moment is heart warming. It will make you feel like you have known her forever. The story
transports you and you will end up loving Chloe.... and her book!”

Swulfensmith, “Be ready to feel. Deeply.. Chloe pupils you into her life her mind her heart her
spirit with such candor and depth. Be ready to cry and laugh. Both.”

Susan J Pogue-Juergensen, “Reading Now. Gotta Love dogs”

Ebook Tops Reader, “If you love dogs you must read. Excellent. Touching & heartwarming.”

M.F., “Gorgeously Written. Shaw's gorgeously written, searingly insightful book is part memoir,
part philosophical treatise, and wholly human. She proves herself to be a tender, sensitive,
boundlessly talented and hilarious author. I'll read this book again and anything she writes in the
future.  Lovely.”

Patricia Siciliano, “Lover of all Pet memories. Story hits close to the heart”

JerseyJes, “Beautiful. A perfect book. A perfect gift.. Chloe Shaw's is one of my favorite new
authors. One of the best books I have read in a long time. My Christmas shopping is done. I
know what everyone on my list is getting.”

The book by Chloe Shaw has a rating of  5 out of 4.5. 64 people have provided feedback.
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